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INSTRUCTIONS FOR RETURNING DURA-PAD™ 
ON-DECK CIRCLES FOR RESURFACING 

 
 
 
1)  Dura-Pad™ On-Deck circles being returned for resurfacing must be packaged individually on sonic 

tubes for shipping.  The sonic tubes should be 12” diameter x 2” longer than the width of pads.  For 
instance, 12” x 8’ long for 6’ pads.) 

 
2)  It is very important that you roll each pad face down on the outside of each sonic tube so that the black 

rubber bottom is facing out.  This protects the painted surface from damage, plus rolling the surface 
inside doesn’t stretch the surface; whereas, rolling the surface outside stretches the surface and may 
cause cracking.   

 
3)  Also important:  Roll with the seam perpendicular to the tube so that the seam is rolled onto the tube 

not laying lengthwise along the tube. 
 
4)  Secure the rolled pad well with duct tape so that the pad will stay rolled up in shipping.  Then wrap the 

roll in plastic and plastic wrapping tape.  Leave the ends open so that the carrier can pick up the tubes 
with one fork of a forklift. 

 
5)  Let us know when ready and we’ll arrange pick up and customs. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Sonic tubes are used for concrete pilings and should be available from 
any lumberyard, Home Depot/Lowes, or concrete supply store for 
approximately $20 each. 
 
Turn around time should be approximately 3 weeks upon receipt of pads 
for resurfacing versus approximately 4-6 weeks for new.  While 
resurfacing will save time and money, you should only decide to 
resurface if the existing pads are in good condition and still usable.  
Please inspect them.  If there are any major tears or pitting into the 
rubber over approximately 1” in diameter, there will be additional 
charges or the pads may not be fully repairable but you would still be 
responsible for the freight and customs charges to Canada. 


